Our purpose is to propose the solution of two person zero-sum continuous differential games in the fuzzy rough environment. This paper uses fuzzy rough sets to measure the dual and multiple uncertainties with high ambiguity and vagueness in continuous differential games. The combination of fuzzy and rough set in continuous differential games represents a new class defined as fuzzy rough continuous differential games. Two person zero-sum fuzzy rough continuous differential games sufficient and necessary conditions are achieved and numerical example is carried out to support the theoretical claims.
http://www.ispacs.com/journals/jfsva/2017/jfsva-00361/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services given. In section 3, we introduce the min-max two person zero-sum continuous differential games with fuzzy rough controls and fuzzy rough state trajectories. In section 4 and 5, a necessary and sufficient condition of an open loop saddle point solution of min-max two person zero-sum of fuzzy rough continuous differential game are given. Finally, in section 6, numerical experiments is given to illustrate our results.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give some essential definitions required through our paper 2.1. Fuzzy number Definition 2.1. (Dubois and Prade (1980) [13] ). "Let R be the set of real numbers, the fuzzy number ̃ is a mapping ̃: → [0,1], with the following properties.
(1) ̃ is upper semi continuous membership function, (2) ̃ is convex fuzzy set, i.e. 
̃= { ∈ :̃( ) > 0} is a support of the ̃.
In this paper, we assume that ( ) be the set of all fuzzy numbers in R"

Definition 2.2. (Dubois and Prade (1980) [13]). "The −level set of a fuzzy number ̃∈ ( ), 0 ≤ ≤ 1, denoted by (̃) is defined as (̃) = { :̃( ) ≥ , ∈ [0,1]}
It is clear that the −level set of a fuzzy number is closed and bounded interval [ , ] wher
denotes the left hand endpoint of (̃) and denotes the right hand endpoint of (̃) " Moore (1979) introduced the concept of closed interval numbers. Let ( ) = {[ − , + ]: − , + ∈ = (−∞, ∞), } − < + denote the set of all closed interval numbers on R.
Interval number
Definition 2.3. (Moore (1979) [14] 
( ) ], 
Problem Formulation
The min-max two person zero-sum continuous differential games with fuzzy rough controls and fuzzy rough state trajectories is given by: This problem (3.1)-(3.4) can be writing as:
With the condition 
With the condition The upper problem:
With the condition The lower problem:
]
With the condition
20) The upper problem:
Lower Upper Level problem (LULP):
Upper Lower Level problem (ULLP):
With the condition Lower Lower Level problem (LLLP): 
≥ 0
Proof. Let us first observe that 
( )
The solution of Eq. (4.54) is ( ) with initial condition ( 0 ) = 0, then from theorem (10.1) in [17] we have 
(4.57)
Then from theorem (11.1) in [17] , Eq. (4.56) can be written as 
Which are corresponding ( * ( ), * ( )) ≤ ( ( ), * ( )) of the inequality
Which are corresponding ( * ( ), * ( )) ≥ ( * ( ), ( )) of the inequality
Proof.
First we prove that ( * ( ), * ( )) ≤ ( ( ), * ( )) by using conditions (i, ii) Let * ∈ , * be an admissible trajectory
The Hamiltonian function take the form 
Determination of an open-loop saddle point solution of min-max zero-sum two person of fuzzy rough continuous differential game
Step
Formulate the hamiltonian functions for the four min-max two person zero-sum continuous differential games namely, Upper Upper Level problem (UULP), Lower Upper Level problem (LULP), Upper Lower Level problem (ULLP) and Lower Lower Level problem (LLLP).
Step 2. Construct the adjoint differential equations and transversality equations for the four problems of min-max zero-sum two persons continuous differential games to find the costate variables.
Step 3. Examine the necessary conditions for the four problems of min-max two person zero-sum continuous differential games to obtain the candidate solutions.
Step 4. Apply the sufficient conditions to these candidate solutions for the four problems of min-max zerosum two persons continuous differential games.
Step 5. If (̃ * (. ),̃ * (. ),̃ * (. )) is a min-max optimal solution, stop otherwise go to step 3.
Example
Let the state equation is given by
The fuzzy rough cost function is given by 
]dt
The Hamiltonian function is given as 
The Hamiltonian function is given as http://www.ispacs.com/journals/jfsva/2017/jfsva-00361/ 
Conclusion
Two person zero-sum continuous differential games with fuzzy rough controls and fuzzy rough state trajectories was discussed. It also shown that the original problem can be written into four problems as follow Upper Upper Level problem (UULP), Lower Upper Level problem (LULP), Upper Lower Level problem (ULLP) and Lower Lower Level problem (LLLP). The sufficient and necessary conditions for the solution of two person zero-sum fuzzy rough continuous differential games are derived, numerical experiments is established to clarify our result.
